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Government of lndia

Ministry of Communications
Department of Posts

lR&GB Division
Dak Bhawan, Parliament Street,

New Delhi- 1L0 001
Dated: 15th January,2O1r9

Office Memorandum

This is regarding facilitating imports and exports through postal channel. Subsequent to

the Posts-Customs conference on LLth May 2018 in Vigyan Bhawan, Customs has issued the various

orders/notifications (copy attached) which are useful for postal channel. Department of Posts has

also issued an O.M. of even no. dated 28.08.2018 in this regard. Based on the recommendations of
the High level Committee of Secretaries, constituted for examining various issues pertaining to e-

commerce, Department of Posts has to provide facilities to handle cross border e-commerce

packages. Hence the number of FPOs in the country was decided to be increased in order to cater

the needs of e-Commerce companies, particularly MSMEs. Hence the activation of Custom notified

sites for FPO is very essential and have to be accorded top priority. Orders/notifications and various

actions to be performed in this regard are as follows:

(i) Exports by Post Regulations,2OtS: Apart from defining 'eCommerce' the regulations

provided for Postal Bill of Exports which can be used by exporters while exporting through postal

channel.

(ii) Clearance of goods through FPOs: CBIC has issued orders for their Commissioners on

various issues related to Posts including use of new CN 22lCN 23 Forms, introduction of services

by Customs Brokers for IEC holders and Standard Operating Procedure.

(iii) Procedure for e-commerce exports through Post and clarification on personal imports:

The letter is important as it clarifies personal imports. ln addition, it has provided for procedure to

be followed at FPOs for postal exports and how the exporters can claim their GST refunds.

(iv) Gazette Notification on Foreign Post Offices: (a) The Gazette notification dated 31't

March, 2OL7 has listed out 19 cities where postal facilities can be used for exports and imports

facilitation in terms of Customs presence as notified by Customs. (b) Customs vide notification

dated 31't December, 2018 has notified Foreign Post Office facility at additional locations.

2. Significance the orders:

As we are aware, the majority of international mail traffic is shared by private players.

Since the individual mails are on decline, the commercial exports as a result of cross border

eCommerce transactions or otherwise has been the main factor behind surge in the international

shipments going out of lndia, a very small percentage of which is handled by lndia Post. The

Customs has now enabled postal channel for use by commercial exporters conveniently in the
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new GST environment. To take it forward, close coordination is necessary with various important

stakeholder viz. Customs, Customs Brokers and potential exporters to help them reach out to

whole world through postal channel. This will significantly help in augmenting our traffic and

revenue.

3. Action to be taken bv circles/field units:

(A) The circles will organize a meet within this month with all stakeholders viz. Customs,

Customs Brokers, current and potential exporters to explore opportunity for lndia Post in
the new enabled situation and their requirements. The information available at the
website of Development Commissioner, Ministrv of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises
(accessible at URL https://www.dcmsme.gov.in/clusters/clus/smelist.htm#clus) about high

export potential area may help in identification of export potential areas/industries in the
circle. Record of discussions of such meeting may be sent to this office for information.

(B) Circles are requested to make necessary arrangements including the following for smooth

functioning of the facility:

(i) Modification in the Operational Guidelines (Annexure-l), if required may be carried out

with Directorate approvalto suit local conditions,

(ii) ldentification of adequate space,

(iii) Arrangement of necessary office furniture and other equipments,

(iv) ldentification and posting of adequate staff and supervisors,

(v) Arrangement of booking counter to book export items at such facility,

(vi) Mail arrangement to close and send direct bag to the mapped Foreign Post Office,

(vii) Training to the staff/supervisor posted,

(viii) Other necessary arrangements in consultation with other stakeholders.

(C) The cities where FPO/Sub FPOs/lBCs are already available, these facilities may be made

part of the existing FPOs/Sub FPOs/lBC. At other places as notified by Customs, adequate

space may be identified at any HO or otherwise to house this facility. The facility may be

well publicized for knowledge of exporters in consultation with local chapters of FIEO,

FISME, Chambers of Commerce etc. Further, all new locations which are notified by

Customs as a result of consultation between Postmaster General and Chief Commissioner

concerned as envisaged in Customs Notification mentioned in para 1 (ii) above need to be

publicized well. These centres will take care of the requirements to facilitate Commercial

Exports through Postal Channel specially booking and customs facilitation. The incharge of

this facility will work in close coordination with Exporters, local customs and concerned

FPO for smooth documentation, dispatch and other necessary formalities required for GST

refunds etc.

4. Documentation and process details

The facilities for Export Promotion and Sub FPOs/lBCs will close direct bags for the
concerned FPOs with list of items in duplicate. The FPOs concerned will check the items vis-i-vis

the list. The second copy of the list will be sent back alongwith the copy of relevant CP/CN forms
(as applicable) wherein the items, so listed, were dispatched. The CN 31/CN 33/CP 87 so received

at the concerned export promotion facility and Sub FPOs/lBCs will be handed over to customs



under receipt as proof of dispatch as required by customs vide their notification no. F.No:

47610212076-LC dated 04.06.2018. ln case of items being booked at FPOs, the FPOs concerned

will directly handover the relevant CN 31/CN 33/CP 87 to the local customs. The facilities at all

cities as notified by Customs should be operationalised immediately in consultation with Customs.

ln Rajasthan and Delhi circles, in consultation with Customs, the proof of exports is
provided in the form of EGM number(Export General Manifest Number) , the series of which is

allotted by Customs. Such practices can be adopted by the Circles, if needed, in consultation with

local customs authorities.

5. Feedback and report:

Details of such facility viz. address, area in sq. ft., contact details of incharge of such facility

may please be sent through email on cfsection@gmail.com or adgim2@indiapost.sov.in .

6. A callfor p roposed action:

This is a new enabling opportunity for lndia Post to boost our outward international mails

in form of commercial exports. Circles are requested to make best use of this opportunity in close

coordination with Customs, Customs Brokers, current & potential exporters. Adequate publicity of
the new facility may also be given in and around the city focusing on high exports potential

area/customers. An SAGIAG level officer may be nominated to monitor this closely and ensure

that this opportunity is optimally utilized. lR&GB Division is committed to working closely with the

circles to make this a grand success in view of the benefits to our economy and the Department of
Posts. The activities and achievements of the coming weeks will be given adequate publicity

through a concerted Public Relations and Marketing exercise. ln the meanwhile, Circles are urged

to seize on the opportunity at hand as brought out above.

7. Any doubt in this regard may be addressed to the undersigned so that a compilation of

FAQ will be made and circulated. A model Standard Operating Procedure is also enclosed.

Accordingly, all FPOs are requested to use the same as template for preparing similar SOPs along

with the consultation of Customs authorities and furnish the same to this Office by 31't January,

2019 positively.

8. The purpose is to immediately activate the facility by providing seating space for customs

near the postal booking facility. lt is also requested to furnish action taken report in the

prescribed proforma(enclosed) to this office by 31'tJanuary. 2OL9,

This issues with the approval of competent authority.

Asst. Dire eneral(lM-ll)

To

The All Head of Circles



ACTION TAKEN REPORT

S.No. Action Points Action taken Reasons

for No
Compliance

Report
Remarks

Yes No

1 Meeting with all

stakeholders VlZ.

Customs,

Customs Brokers,
current and
potential
exporters

(Record of
discussions to
be supplied)

2 Modification in

the Operational
Guidelines, if
required.

3 ldentification of
space

4 Arrangement of
necessary office
furniture and
other equipments

5 ldentification and
posting of
adequate staff
and supervisors

6 Arrangement of
booking counter
to book export
items at such

facility
7 Mail arrangement

to close and send

direct bag to the
mapped FPO

8 Training to the
staff/supervisor
posted

9 Other necessary
arrangements in

consultation with
other stake
holders

10 (i)Whether the
facility has been
well publicized for
knowledge of
exporters?
(ii)Whether the
facility works in

close

coordination with
exporters, local

customs and
concerned FPO

for smooth
documentation,
dispatch and
other necessary



formalities
required for GST

refunds etc.
11 Whether the

documentation
and process as

explained is being
followed?

t2 Whether
SAGruAG level
officer has been
nominated to
monitor the
progress?

Name of the
concerned
officer to be

communicated

Any
doubt/difficulty
faced ?

1.4 What is the
current status of
the
operationa lisation
of the facility?

13


